THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

Direct Mail
Imagine delivering a full digital campaign for a little more than the cost of a stamp. Not only
is that possible, it’s easy with Digital Rewards.
With a catalog of valuable offerings, cost-effective Digital Rewards make it easy for
companies to thank customers, or reward them on key events and dates. Whether
you’re sending a promotional flyer or a new product postcard, the total cost of a rewards
campaign could be less than the cost of shipping any other item.
Our popular products are flexible enough to fit into promotions of any size, and greatly
reduce the stress of shipping logistics. Print a code on a flyer you were already planning
on sending out and you’re done — it’s that simple. These modern promotional gifts are a
cost-effective way to increase brand awareness, and as easy as mailing a letter.

Powerful uses FOR Digital REWARDS
WITH DIRECT MAIL

Digital Reward Cards
Made up of a full range of physical and digital products,
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals,
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver
high-perceived value products. With our easy-toimplement platform, brands can offer these relevant,
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value.

Did You Know?
•

The tables have turned: Digital music downloads now
exceed physical sales.*

Easily acquire new
customers by including
a Digital Rewards
code in a direct mailing
campaign.

Reward loyal
customers who have
done a great deal of
business with your
company.

Celebrate key events
by mailing Digital
Reward codes on select
dates.

•

Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and
2017.**

•

Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S.
population attend at least one movie every year.***

Include Digital
Rewards on direct
mail pieces as a lowcost way to stand out
from competitors and
increase response.

Increase awareness
of sales and
promotions by
offering Reward codes
in flyers and coupons.

Thank customers
for their business
with a greeting card
that includes a Digital
Reward code.

•

Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion dollars
on magazine subscriptions annually.****

* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media Factbook.

Case Studies:
Client: A Leading Insurance Provider

Use:Direct Mail

Reward: Movie Tickets

A leading insurance provider was interested in establishing a long-term relationship with the children of policyholders.
By printing codes in custom-made direct mail birthday cards, the insurance company was able to distribute a high-value Movie Ticket offering that
customers could use to see a movie of their choice at their local theater.

Client: Superior Plus

Use: Direct Mail

Reward: Dinner and a Movie

Superior Plus, an energy source company, delivered service late to over 6000 customers. They wanted to provide customers with a gift in their letter
apologizing for their service interruption.
They chose to deliver greeting cards with the apology letters affixed with a Dinner and A Movie card, as well as a coupon for money off their next
electric bill. They needed to implement something quickly, and a Dinner and A Movie Card was a valuable choice that fit..
Client: Citibank

Use: Direct Mail

Reward: Phone Cards

Since the Hispanic community is the fastest growing demographic in the US, Citibank® sought an effective way to communicate its credit card offer
to this population.
In a selective direct mail campaign, Citibank sent out Pre-Paid Phone Cards to customers. Phone cards were a great choice because they allowed
recipients to connect with distant family. The program was met with such success that it became a staple of Citibank’s Hispanic acquisition program.

